It is shown that certain metric spaces with the unique equidistant property can be topologically embedded in the real line. Several examples are given which show that the spaces considered are nontrivial, and which indicate that the technique of proof is necessary.
1. Introduction. A metric space (X,d) is said to have the unique equidistant property, written iX,d) G UEP, provided that if a, b G X with a =£ b, then there exists one and only one point x G X such that dia,x) = dib,x); the point x will be denoted by E(a, b) and the function E: [X X X]\A -> X will be called the equidistant function [A denotes the diagonal of A' X X].
In [1] , where UEP was denoted UMP, Berard showed that a connected metric space with UEP is topologically a connected subset of the reals Rl. The main purpose of this note is to prove that any locally compact separable metric space having UEP is topologically embeddable in Rl (see (2.5) ). A second purpose is to give examples of such spaces which are neither connected nor totally-disconnected. Also, an example is given of a metric space having UEP which is not embeddable in R .
Throughout this paper the symbol X denotes cartesian product and the slash "\" denotes complementation for sets. The word nondegenerate means consisting of more than one point.
For other papers related to material here and in [1] see, for example, [2] and [5] through [9] . In particular, I first became interested in these subjects when I read the lovely article by Loveland and Wayment [9] . = dia,y) -dib,y) for each_v G C. Clearly/is continuous and/(a) < 0 while fib) > 0. Hence, since C is connected, there exists y0 E C such that f{y0) -0, i.e., dia,y0) = dib,y0). Therefore, Eia.b) = y0 E C. . One comment about the proof of Theorem 2 in [4] that may be helpful: On p. 10 of [4] we showed that a certain one-point compactification N* satisfies (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 of [10] . We did not show that N* is embeddable in some Euclidean /.-space, which is one of the hypotheses in Theorem 1 of [10] . However, if a compact metric space satisfies (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 of [10] , then it is embeddable in Euclidean 3-space. This follows from the fact that any compact metric space X, each component of which is of dimension < 1, is itself of dimension < 1 (let v: X -> Y denote the natural map of X onto the compact 0-dimensional decomposition space of X into the components of X, and apply [3, p. 92 ] to v). 3 . Examples. Throughout this section let R2 denote the Euclidean plane with the usual metric p,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for each (xx,yx), (x2,y2) G R . I will also use the symbol p to denote the metric inherited by any subset of R . For each of the examples of metric spaces having UEP, given so far in the literature, the underlying space has been either connected or totally-disconnected. I will give some examples of metric spaces with UEP which are neither connected nor totally-disconnected. As the reader will see, the most important examples for our purposes will be (3. 2) and (3.3) . However, the following simple example is included because some of its features illustrate the necessity for (3.2) and (3.3).
(3.1) Example. Let X = {(x,x2) G R2: x > 0} U {(-1, + 1)}.
Then, (X, p) is a locally compact separable complete metric space having UEP which is neither connected nor totally-disconnected. Now, let (X,d) be any locally compact separable metric space having UEP such that X also has the following two properties (which the space of (3.1) has): (P.l) each nondegenerate component of X is an open subset of X; (P.2) the union of the one-point components of X is an open subset of X. Then a much simpler argument than that given for (2.5) can be given to show X is embeddable in Rl. We sketch it briefly. By separability, (2.3), and (2.4) there are only countably many nondegenerate components of X. Thus, using (2.4) to embed different nondegenerate components in mutually disjoint subintervals of (-oo, -1), we obtain by (P.l) an embedding e, of the union of the nondegenerate components of X into (-oo,-l). By (P.2) and [3, Remark 1, p. 22], the rest of X is (at most) O-dimensional and therefore, by [3, p. 60 ], may be embedded in [0,1] by an embedding e2. Then, (P.l) and (P.2) allow us to paste ex and e2 together to obtain an embedding of all of X into /?'.
Thus, we need examples of locally compact separable metric spaces having UEP, but not satisfying (P.l) and (P.2), in order to indicate that the use of Theorem 1 of [10] , in the proof of (2.5), was necessary. I now give two such examples. It is easy, using the observation about the unit circle in (3.2) , to see that {X, p) G UEP . It follows that {X,p) is a locally compact separable metric space having UEP but not satisfying (P.2) (the only one-point component of X is {(1,0)}, and it is not an open subset of A"). Thus, (3.2) and (3.3) show the necessity for the use of Theorem 1 of [10] in the proof of (2.5). They also show that the spaces considered in the hypothesis of (2.5) are interesting and nontrivial in that they do not have to satisfy (P.l) and (P.2).
My last example shows that not every metric space having UEP is embeddable in R . In fact, it is a locally compact metric space having UEP which is not separable.
(3.4) Example. Let iX,a) be any uncountable metric space having UEP. Change the metric a to the metric d defined by the following formulas: (1) dix,y) = 1 + aix,y) for x, y G X with x =£ y;
(2) dix,y) = 0 if and only if x = y.
It is easy to verify that iX,d) is a metric space and that (X,d) is discrete (i.e., {x} is an open subset of X for each x E X). It is also easy to see that, for any x, y, z G X, dix,z) = diy,z) is equivalent to aix,z) = aiy,z). From this equivalence and the fact that iX,a) G UEP, it follows easily that (X,d) G UEP. Since {X,d) is uncountable and discrete, iX,d) is not separable and (hence) is not embeddable in R . (3.5) Problem. There are many examples of totally-disconnected separable metric spaces having UEP (the rationals with absolute-value giving the metric, a three-point discrete space with equal distance between any two distinct points, Example 2 of [1], etc.). All the totally-disconnected separable metric spaces I know of which have UEP are 0-dimensional. Since there are totallydisconnected separable metric spaces of arbitrary dimension (see the footnote in [3, p. 23] ), the following question arises: Must a totally-disconnected separable metric space having UEP be 0-dimensional? If the answer is "yes", then such spaces are embeddable in R] [3, p. 60].
